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o Correctly filling out the

submission form

o Tissue fixation including

choosing a fixative and how to
package and ship a tissue

o Identifying tissue
o Margin Markings

§ For the tissue to be properly handled, we start with the submission form.
§ Always fill out complete clinic information. If we do not know who you are, a

report cannot be sent.

§ Avoid using acronyms as we process submissions from all over the world.

§ Each and every time, complete the patient’s information as this may be vital

to a proper diagnosis.

§ ALWAYS place the submission form in its own bag so it is protected from any

leaking during shipping.

§ Our General sample submission

form can be found at http://csucvmbs.colostate.edu/Documents/
vdl-sample-submissiongeneral.pdf

§ This form can be filled out as a pdf

and printed out to then send with
the sample.

§ The General Sample Submission

Form is to be used for any
Histopathology sample.

§ DO NOT USE THE CLINICAL

PATHOLOGY SUBMISSION FORM
FOR HISTOPATHOLOGY
SUBMISSIONS

§ Clinic information
§ Patient species is important and

can help aid in a more complete
diagnosis.

§ For histology samples, use the

“Tissue (specify)” line. Be specific
i.e: leg, lung, MCT etc..

§ Animal information is very

important! We check the ID’s on
the jars and make sure they match
the submission form.

Billing and
result
Information

§ The history portion of the submission

form is the most important.

§ Please give a brief history pertaining

to the tissue submitted:

1.

Is the whole tissue submitted or
just a piece?

2.

Is margin analysis needed?

3.

Did you denote margins with ink,
suture or staples? If so, what are
they?

4.

Is there a financial concern or a
certain amount of slides we cannot
go over?

Always mark the
Histopathology box
along with any other
test requests

The mass in this series of pictures was a total of 5 slides.

2.

1.

5.

3.

7.

6.

8.
9.

4.

10.

This is a routine margin cut on a
larger mass. All four sides of the
ellipse and the deep margins are
represented in 5 cassettes.

Larger mases
are 5 slides or
more

This
mass was
2 slides

This mass
was 4 slides

§

§

Rule of thumb is to fix a sample in
1 : 10 neutral buffered formalin,
however, formalin does not ship well and
is a health hazard.
As long as tissues are shipped overnight
Monday through Thursday, send as little
formalin as possible.

§ DO NOT BREAD LOAF

TISSUE!!

§

Bread loafing can disrupt interpretation
of margins grossly and microscopically.

§ We are happy to fix any fresh sample at no

§

Tissues expand and get firm during
fixation.

§

Fresh samples will have a 24 hour delay
on preliminary reports.

§

§

If available to your clinic, tissues can be
held in formalin for 24 hours, removed
from formalin, and the tissue sent in.

If you are curious as what you have just
removed, please make tiny incisions into
the top of tissue and away from a
margin.

cost to you or add more formalin.

§ Contact your local environmental health

agency for guidelines on storing and
disposing of formalin.

Pro Tip: samples
can be wrapped in
formalin soaked
puppy pads or
paper towels and
shipped over night.

§ Our preferred shipping companies

§ We also offer “Histo Mailer” jars at

§ These two companies are very

§ These are small formalin jars that

are FedEx and UPS

familiar with the types of samples
we receive and know how
important these samples are

§ We are able to send you FedEx air

bills to ship your samples

no cost to you

have an outer container with pre
paid postage

§ These jars can be sent through the

USPS, however, there is a chance
that these containers can be lost
or have a significant delay in
arrival

We are very happy to fix any fresh tissue that
is shipped overnight Monday thru Thursday,
at no additional cost to you.
§ If fresh samples are shipped Friday, received

Saturday, our sample receiving team will only
be able to refrigerate the tissue that will then
be fixed Monday morning by the tissue
trimming team and trimmed the following day

There will be a 24 our delay on a preliminary
report due to the tissue being allowed to fix
overnight.
Always double or triple bag the tissue being
sent with your clinic information and the
patient information.

NO NOT BREAD LOAF ANY TISSUE

If there is not enough formalin available to fix
large sample, that’s okay.
1.

Wrap the tissue in puppy or pee pad’s

2.

Place the wrapped tissue in a Ziploc, trash
or cadaver bag

3.

Pour the available amount of formalin over
the wrapped tissue (use caution, Formalin
fumes can be hazardous)

4.

Double or triple bag the original bag

5.

Label with patient information and that
there is in fact formalin associated with the
tissue

6.

Ship over night Monday thru Thursday (we
will transfer the tissue to a new holding
vessel and add the needed amount of
formalin to preserve the tissue that will
then be held 30 days here at the lab)

§ Large legs:
1. Wrap the leg in puppy or pee pad’s
2. Place the leg in either Ziplock,
3.

4.
5.
6.

trash or cadaver bags
Soak the pad’s preferably with
enough formalin to soak the pad’s
through (use caution, Formalin
fumes can be hazardous)
Double or triple bag the formalin
soaked leg
Label the bag indication this is
formalin
Ship over night Monday thru
Thursday

During the summer months, if placing
ice packs in with leg, make sure there
is no direct contact to the limb, this
can cause freeze artifact.

§ Choosing the appropriate jar for

your tissue is very important.

§ Tissues get firm and expand as

they fix.

§ Always choose a container with an

opening as wide as the base.
§ Screw top jars that are then

wrapped with parafilm lessen the
chance of formalin leaking.

§ Do not send glass! If you have no

other option, please make sure the
jar is well protected.
§ If the glass jar has to be broken to

retrieve the tissue, this could cause
glass shards to contaminate the
tissues and delay any diagnosis.

This expanded
tissue was too
large and firm to
get out of the
opening of this
container

Although used medication
bottles are on hand and
convenient, formalin fixed
tissues can be impossible to
get out. If tissues are to be
cut out of their container,
there is a significant chance
the tissue will be damaged
or tissue could be lost.

§ 10%

Neutral Buffered
Formalin is our preferred
fixative

§ Glutaraldehyde is very difficult for

us to dispose of and therefore
prefer not to have tissues
submitted in this fixative.

§ Although Bouin’s is available,

please keep in mind it is highly
explosive, especially if it dried out
§ This solution is also sensitive to

friction and certain types of metal

§ Bouin’s will also turn everything it

touches yellow

§ Several water or alcohol washes are

needed help take some of this stain
out of the tissue before it is
processed

§ Even though Whirl Pak© are

convenient and easy way to ship
fixed and fresh samples, formalin
and blood have a better chance of
leaking, therefore, these are not
recommended, but we also
understand that sometimes there
is no other choice.

§ If sending both fresh and fixed

samples for multiple labs in Whirl
Pak©, please always put the fixed
tissues into another bag to help
further protect the fresh samples
from formalin contamination.

§ During the winter months, weather can be very unpredictable. Adding 1 mL of

alcohol to 10mL of formalin will prevent freezing.

§ Frozen samples are not ideal and freeze artifact does hinder a diagnosis.
§ You never know where your shipping carrier flies before it gets to us, so even if

you are in a sunny and warm area, your sample could still arrive frozen!

Nightmares
Although we are unsure of this shipment
story, the shipping company had to
resort to any method possible to contain
this spleen and all the formalin sent with
it. Formalin is not only a hazard to clinic
staff, but the shipping companies as
well!!

Spleen
in the
gravel

This leg was
shipped across
the country. It
leaked and the
poor shipping
company
panicked.
Disposal of this
stuff was a
nightmare for
us.

§ If multiple sites are being submitted in

different jars, all jars must have the
site clearly marked.

§ If endoscopic biopsies are being
§ Always make sure the jar, bag or

container with the tissue has the full
animal ID and tissue site which then
matches the submission form.
§

submitted, always clearly label the
jars and / or the cassettes

This ensures we have all tissues
submitted and we have the correct
tissue for the patient.

Use pencil to write on
cassettes, sharpie will
wash off

Placing endoscopic biopsies in
any tissue paper, gauze or
other fabric like materials,
makes retrieving the biopsies
almost impossible. If we are
unable to get the entire tissue
out or have remaining fabrics
on the tissue, the diagnosis
may be inaccurate.

If a tissue is taken
and placed on any
kind of surface i.e.:
plastic, paper or
cardboard, the
tissue will float away
once placed in
formalin. This is
very important if the
tissues were labeled
on the dry surface.

*Once tissue is fixed, colors
like pink, pale, white and
red all turn the same color
and can no longer be
deciphered.

Instead of drying the
tissues to their identifiers,
these tissues were sutured
or stapled to a piece of
paper with the ID. With the
history, this wonderful key
was given.

§ PLEASE UNDER NO

CIRCUMSTANCES send
sharps.
We understand
that you want to
keep your margins
as true as possible,
as long as you
don’t cut into the
margins, steps like
this aren’t needed..

§ We are very happy to send

cassettes and or screen cassettes,
at no charge to you, as long as the
samples are sent to us.
§ The small blue screen cassettes help

trap tiny tissues including bone
biopsies, liver biopsies and
endoscopic biopsies or just super
small things that could get lost.

§ These will better help you ID and

keep your tissues safe.

§ Please use only pencil to write on

cassettes, sharpie will wash off.

2 sutures

§ Margin analysis is a very

important piece to histopathology.

§ Margins can be marked with either

sutures, ink or staples.

§ When using sutures, please use

number of sutures not brand, type
or knot tied.

§ On the submission form, please

indicate these margins clearly i.e:
1 suture is dorsal, 2 sutures is
caudal, 3 sutures is ventral and 4
sutures is cranial.

1 suture

§ Inking margins is easy with the right

steps.

§ Ink can be purchased from various

diagnostic companies and the product
style is up to you.
§ A small amount of ink can go a long
way. If too much ink is used, the
colors could bleed and turn all the
same color.
§ Ink must be dried for a minimum of 5
minutes before being placed in
formalin.
§

One trick to dry ink faster: ink your
margin, spray ink with vinegar. The
vinegar should have set the ink and
prevent running.

Remember to
include what the
colors mean in
your history
portion of the
submission form.

Blot the fresh tissue dry

Apply a small amount of ink to the tissue

Either let dry for at least 5 minutes or set
ink with a spritz of vinegar

Blot any excess ink

Place in formalin

§ You are always welcome to call us

directly at the lab with any
questions or concerns regarding
fixation, shipping or charges.

970-297-4505
• Lee, Amy and Katherine are in the

lab Monday thru Friday, 7am to
4:30pm MST

§ We are also available via email
§ tissuetrimming@colostate.edu

This is our laboratories general email
account that is checked continually
throughout the day.

